
American
Broadhead Has
Crossbow Model

The maker of the
popular Sonic broad-
heads has added a
heavy-weight Bolt Sonic
specifically for crossbow
shafts. Like the compa-
ny’s other heads it utilizes replaceable blades locked into a
steel ferrule in a cut-on-contact configuration. Blades are
.036 inches thick and cut a 1-1/8 inch circle. The head weighs
150 grains, which helps the short arrows retain more energy
and group well down-range. The manufacturer claims 3 inch
groups at 40 yards, on shafts flying over 350 fps. Reach
American Broadhead in New Hampshire at (603) 332-2730.

Apple Archery Products launches redesigned Pro-Line String Server
Apple Archery Products is now selling a much stronger Pro-Line String Server.
“This is the next product release from our Excellence Through Innovation pipeline” said

Kurt Weber, Co-owner and Executive VP of Sales and Marketing for Apple Archery Products.
“We have listened to the industry and designed a string server to meet the highest standards
and most stringent needs of our customers.”

Apple’s design improvements include: infinitely adjustable string tension up to 450
pounds, custom machined hooks to securely hold string loops under high tension, an indirect

belt drive to increase motor life, single locking tail
stop knob for extremely quick setup, a positive and
adjustable locking stop block for stability under
high tension, double channel con-
struction for additional stability
and strength, and string starter
dowels on the server so the opera-
tor can begin building strings right
on the server.

Apple’s new string server is the
sixth new product launch for
Apple since being acquired by
Gregory Jenkins and Kurt Weber in

December 2006, and another product launch is scheduled later in 2008.
For pricing and additional information on the new Apple Archery Products

String Server contact Trudy Klineyoung at (800) 745 8190.

Bearpaw Serving
Tool New At BCY

BCY has added a new
premium serving tool for
smoother application of
serving under pressure. The
Bearpaw serving tool com-
bines advanced German
engineering with sturdy
construction for long life
and rugged use. It incorpo-
rates smooth, stainless steel
guide rollers. The large knobs provide precise adjustable
tension control.The material will payout easily and there is a
slotted entry for the string. For more information, contact
BCY at (860) 632-7115.

Maple Leaf Press Adds Waterproof Targets
After years of testing at tournaments and

by tournament officials, Maple Leaf press is
adding the Water Proof line of faces to the
targets it keeps in inventory. These target
faces are completely waterproof and are
more tear resistant than the Tyvek faces the
Michigan firm had been selling.

“The Water Proof targets are now on the
price list and can be included in our mix &
match pricing,” Doug Patterson said.“We
have them in 40cm, 60cm, 80cm and the
122cm full FITA face size, along with the
40cm 3-Spot (vertical and triangular) 80cm
and 122 cm centers.“ Reach Maple Leaf
Press at (616) 846-8844.
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scent lok.com

You fight back nerves as you get out of the truck. You hike
a quarter mile in to set up on the edge of the perfect field.
You scan the tree line, heart pounding with anticipation.
Moments later, out he walks — the deer of a lifetime. You
grunt once; he looks your way. A second grunt, and he’s
moving closer. He doesn’t even know you are in his world.

You can thank Scent-Lok® gear for this close encounter. 
The faster your heart pounds and more you sweat, the 
more you need Scent-Lok technology. Let Scent-Lok 
technology work to trap the human odors your game could

use against you. .

GET CLOSE.  GO UNDETECTED.

© 2007 Scent-Lok Technologies, a division of ALS Enterprises, Inc.
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Buck Wear 2-Fer Features Skull Applique
This new addition from Buck Wear features a stylized artwork

of a whitetail skull that pops out of a stark black background.
The long sleeve T-shirt looks like twin garments but is actually
what’s known as a 2-Fer, where the camo fabrics have been
sewn onto the base garment at the collar and sleeves.

The garment is made of pre-shrunk heavyweight cotton and
is decorated through a quality screen-printing process. It is
available in sizes M to XXL.

Buck Wear has dozens of designs to choose from in tradition-
al Ts, in these 2-Fers and in hooded sweatshirts. You can also
obtain merchandising displays from the Maryland firm. Reach
Buck Wear at (410) 646-6400 or visit www.Buck Wear.com.

Scorpion Venom Archery and
America’s Best Bowstrings have begun
jointly promoting the 3 Star String
Maintenance Kit.

This 3-pack of products contains the
Anti-Venom String Cleaner, suitable for
all strings. It cleans and helps remove
abrasive dirt and grime.

A Polymeric Bowstring Fluid for coat-
ing and lubrication will reduce friction
while enhancing string colors.

Also included is the Cam & Serving
Lube used to lubricate the cam and idler
wheel where the string/serving makes
contact with them.“Use it on all parts of
the bow that contact the string,” John
Dreher of Scorpion Venom recom-
mends. “Add to the cable slide and rid
yourself of that black gunk that acts like
sandpaper on your string!”

Dreher said all these products are
odor free and will function in any weath-
er conditions.

For more information you can contact
the folks at Scorpion Venom Archery at
(631) 553-8609 www.scorpionvenom-
archery.com or contact America’s Best
Bowstrings at (330) 231-1613.

Circle 257 on Response Card
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Barnett Outdoors, LLC, P.O. Box 934, Odessa, FL 33556   1-800-237-4507   www.barnettcrossbows.com

Circle 171 on Response Card
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